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Abstract. Histogram of shape signature or prototypical shapes, called
shapemes, have been used effectively in previous work for 2D/3D shape
matching & recognition. We extend the idea of shapeme histogram to
recognize partially observed query objects from a database of complete
model objects. We propose to represent each model object as a collection
of shapeme histograms, and match the query histogram to this represen-
tation in two steps: (i) compute a constrained projection of the query
histogram onto the subspace spanned by all the shapeme histograms of
the model, and (ii) compute a match measure between the query his-
togram and the projection. The first step is formulated as a constrained
optimization problem that is solved by a sampling algorithm. The second
step is formulated under a Bayesian framework where an implicit feature
selection process is conducted to improve the discrimination capability of
shapeme histograms. Results of matching partially viewed range objects
with a 243 model database demonstrate better performance than the
original shapeme histogram matching algorithm and other approaches.

1 Introduction

The effectiveness of using semi-local shape signature, like spin image and shape
context, for 2D and 3D shape matching and recognition has been demonstrated
in previous work. Shapemes are defined as clusters of shape signatures that cor-
respond to different parts on the objects. Histograms of shapemes characterizing
shape distributions is a compact, albeit rich descriptor ideal for rapid and accu-
rate shape matching. Readers can refer to the next section for a detailed descrip-
tion of shapeme histogram. Normally, matching shapeme histograms of two ob-
jects requires both objects to be complete. It would not work properly if the query
object is only a part of the model object, e.g., the query is a range image that
covers only a limited portion of an object. To address this problem, we propose
to divide a model into smaller parts and compute shapeme histograms for each of
them. Matching a query histogram with a model involves two steps: (i) find the
parts on the model object that correspond to the query object, and (ii) match the
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shapeme histogram computed from those parts to the histogram of the query ob-
ject. The first step is formulated as a constrained optimization problem where the
goal is to find the optimal projection of the query histogram onto the subspace
spanned by all the shapeme histograms of the model. We then propose a sampling
based algorithm to solve this optimization problem efficiently. The second step is
expressed into a Bayesian framework where an implicit feature selection process
is conducted to improve the discrimination capability of shapeme histograms.

The proposed method provides a general framework that can be used for
matching partial objects of any kind with shapeme histograms. In this paper,
we are interested in the application of finding 3D models in a database that are
similar to an object presented in a range image. The 3D model objects and the
query range images are both represented as 3D point clouds. The point clouds
for a model object cover the complete object, whereas the query range images
provide only partial views of a query object. The goal is to find a short list of
model objects that are the closest matches to a query object.

2 Related Work

Our basic representation is based on the idea of shapeme and shapeme his-
togram, proposed by Mori, Belongie and Malik [1] for 2D object recognition.
A shapeme is a prototype shape feature that represents a cluster of similar
invariant features. These features are computed at basis points that are densely
sampled on the 2D object, and hence a single object may contain many features.
Each feature on an object is assigned to its closest shapeme. Counting the
frequency of shapemes over the whole object gives the shapeme histogram of
the object. Fig. 1 shows an example. Shapeme histogram is used by [2] and
[3] for texture recognition. In this paper, we extend shapeme histogram based
approach to handle the matching of partially observed objects. Moreover, we
also propose to select shapemes that are critical to a given task and embed this
process into a Bayesian matching framework.

The shapeme histogram for 3D objects can be constructed likewise in terms
of 3D shape features and the associated 3D shapemes. Invariant, semi-local shape
features such as splash feature [4], spherical harmonic [5], and spin image [6] have
been developed in the past few years for matching and recognizing 3D objects.
Among these features, we have chosen spin image represenation because it has
been widely used and reported to be robust against clutter and occlusion [7,8].
It should be noted that though selecting an optimal invariant feature is always
important, it is not critical to the points that we want to make in this paper.
More details about the spin image representation can be found in [6].

Figure 2 is the picture showing the relationships of the original shapeme
histogram method and our proposed method with respect to other recognition
approaches. Obviously, the most accurate method is to align the objects being
matched [4,6,9], because it takes into account the global geometric constraints.
The alignment-based approach is expensive, and has difficulty when aligning
non-rigid objects. The nearest neighbor approach without global geometric con-
straints can be quite accurate when using semi-local features such as spin images.
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Shapeme  label = 1

Shapeme  label = 2
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# Label 1 # Label 2 # Label 3

5 5 10

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

h = [5, 5, 10]

Fig. 1. Shapeme histogram. (a) A star-shaped object and the 20 basis points (the
circles) where 2D invariant features are computed. (b) The same object with each
feature point labeled with a set of 3 shapemes as in (c). (d) The shapeme histogram
of the object in both table and vector formats. Since there are 5 #1, 5 #2, and 10 #3
labels on the object, respectively, the shapeme histogram of this object is h = [5, 5, 10]
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Fig. 2. The proposed method with respect to other approaches for partial object recog-
nition. The alignment-based method is the most accurate but expensive approach. Our
method is fast and accurate, and can ideally be used as a model pruning front-end for
the alignment-based approach. See the text for more details

The problem is that it is too slow especially when the feature dimension is high
and the database is large. The approximate nearest neighbor approach [10] and
the prototype-base nearest neighbor approach [11,12] are employed to address
this problem. However, the performance of the former depends on the type of
feature and the distribution of the features in the database, while the latter is
in general not accurate. Shapeme histogram is a fast method because both the
model and the query are represented with single vectors. However, the original
shapeme histogram approach does not handle a partial query. This justifies the
use of our proposed approach, which is fast and accurate even when the query
object is partially observed. An ideal application of our method is to use it as a
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model pruning front-end where the goal is to find a short list of model objects
that can be verified by more sophisticate and accurate approaches.

3 Histogram Projection

We now introduce the histogram projection idea to address the problem of
matching the histogram of a partial query against a complete model. As a il-
lustration example, consider an image matching problem. Figure 3 shows an
original image (image A) and another image (image B) consisting of only four
segments from the original image. Obviously the intensity histogram computed
from image A looks different from image B. Given the intensity histogram hs

i

for each segment i of A, and the histogram hq of B, the problem is to find the
set S of all the segments such that hq =

∑
k∈S hs

k.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Fig. 3. An example of using histogram projection for 2D image matching. The left
column shows the original image and its intensity histogram. The image is segmented
into 9 pieces and each of them is labeled with a number. The right column shows
an image consist of only 4 pieces of the original image. The corresponding intensity
histogram is computed without including the black areas

To solve the problem, let A = [hs
1,h

s
2, ...,h

s
9] be the l × 9 matrix, where l

is the number of bins of each histogram, and x ∈ R9 is an unknown vector.
Suppose that rank(A) = 9, solving the linear system AT Ax − AT hq = 0 gives
us the solution x = [0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]T . We now conclude that S = {2, 4, 6, 8},
i.e., image B consists of these numbered segments from image A.

In summary, we have projected hq onto the subspace spanned by hs
i , and the

projection is Ax, which in this case is exactly the same as hq. Note that this
is just an ideal example where the query tiles are the same as the tiles used to
construct the histogram subspace.
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4 Shapeme Histogram Projection for Partial 3D Object
Recognition

This section elaborates the idea in the previous section, and proposes a shapeme
histogram projection approach for matching partially viewed 3D objects. A
schematic description of the approach is given in Fig. 4. Blocks 1, 2, and 3
are covered in this section, and block 4 is covered in the next section. In the
following discussion, model objects are assumed to be complete.

Query

Model Segmentation

DatabaseProjectionHistogram

Projected
histogram

PosteriorShort list

Histogram subspace
representation

2

3

1

4

Verification

Fig. 4. Shapeme histogram projection for partial 3D object recognition. Model objects
are segmented in block 1 and component based histogram are computed to form a sub-
space representation in block 2. The component histograms are added into a histogram
database. Query histogram is computed and projected in block 3 onto the subspace
spanned by the component model histograms in the database. Posteriors are computed
in block 4 based on the query histogram and its projected histogram, as described
later in Sec.5 (14). A short list of matching model objects are generated for optional
verification

4.1 Spatial Object Segmentation

In Block 1, a set of spin image Bi is computed for object Mi at basis points Pi.
Each spin image bi,j ∈ Bi is associated with a 3D basis point pi,j ∈ Pi. The
spatial segmentation algorithm performs k-means clustering in the basis point
set Pi and returns n clusters of 3D points, where n is a predetermined number.
The set of spin images Bi is split into n groups accordingly. Note that this process
should not be confused with clustering in the spin image space, where the goal
is to find the prototype features, the shapemes. Figure 5 shows two views of a
segmented pickup truck.

4.2 Histogram Subspace Representation

In Block 2, once the spin images of object Mi have been separated into n groups,
a shapeme histogram hs

i can then be computed for each group. The histogram
subspace representation is then the m × n matrix A, as mentioned in the previ-
ous section, where A = [hs

1,h
s
2, · · · ,hs

n], and m is the number of shapemes. This
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Spatial object segmentation of a pickup truck (best viewed with color). The
circular points represent the 3D basis points where the spin images are computed. Basis
points from different spatial segments are labeled with different color. (a) A side view
of the segmented object. (b) The top view

matrix is added into the model database. Obviously, as compared with the ap-
proaches that put all the raw features inside the database, the saving in storage
space with the shapeme histogram representation is huge.

4.3 Shapeme Histogram Projection

In Block 3, given a query shapeme histogram hq, its projection (the closest
approximation) in the subspace spanned by the ith model histograms can be
computed as ĥq = Aix, where Ai is the A matrix of the ith model, and x can
be computed as

minimize‖Aix − hq‖2 subject to x ∈ {0, 1}n . (1)

The solution of the unconstrained version of (1) is the solution of the linear
system AT

i Aix − AT
i hq = 0, if Ai has full column rank. This is what we used

to solve the ideal image matching problem in Fig. 3. In the case when the query
histogram is noisy, or the query range image cuts through significant portions
of some segments, the constraint x ∈ {0, 1}n can be used to “regularize” the
solution. Solving (1) with exhaustive search requires 2n operations, which is
tractable only when n is small. When n is large, a Gibbs sampler [13] is employed
to explore the binary solution space more efficiently. The Gibbs distribution that
corresponds to the objective function in (1) is

G(x) =
1
Z

exp[−(‖Aix − hq‖2)/T ] , (2)

where Z is an unknown normalization factor, and T is the temperature constant.
Because x is binary, the local conditional probability (or the local characteristic
function) can be derived easily from (2) as

G(xj = 0 | {xk|k �= j})

=
G(xj = 0, {xk})

G({xk})
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=
G(xj = 0, {xk})

∑
xj∈{0,1} G(xj , {xk})

=
1

1 + G(xj = 0, {xk})/G(xj = 1, {xk})
, (3)

where xk is the kth coordinate of x. Note that the unknown factor Z is can-
celed out in (3). Given a random initial guess, the sampler sweeps through each
coordinate xk sequentially, and flips its value according to the local conditional
probability in (3). The computational cost in each step is negligible since only one
coordinate is touched, and the actual cost Aix−hq can be computed incremen-
tally. The same process is repeated for several iterations, and the x that has the
smallest G(x) is selected as the solution. Because our objective function is sim-
ple, and the dimension is relatively small (n < 100), Gibbs sampler can quickly
converge to a solution very close to the global optimum. In fact, we find that
when n = 10, Gibbs sampler gives the identical result as the exhaustive search.

5 A Bayesian Framework for Shapeme Histogram
Matching

This section provides a Bayesian framework for the shapeme histogram match-
ing. It explains why under some mild assumptions, matching shapeme histogram
is equivalent to computing the posterior of a model given the query. More impor-
tantly, it reveals that an implicit feature selection process is naturally embedded
when matching under the proposed framework. To simplify the discussion, we
will lay out the framework based on the assumption that both the query object,
and the model object are complete, and then apply it to a partial query using
the histogram projection approach proposed in the previous section.

5.1 Notations

Let Mi be the ith model object, and Q the query object. The problem is to find a
set C of candidate model objects with the largest posteriors P (Mi |Q), such that∑

i∈C P (Mi |Q) ≥ ε, where 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 is a predefined value close to 1. For each
model object Mi, a set of spin images Bi = {bi,1,bi,2, · · · ,bi,ti} is computed
at a number of basis points Pi = {pi,1,pi,2,pi,ti} densely sampled along the
surface of the object, where bi,· ∈ Rd, pi,· ∈ R3, d is the spin image dimension,
and ti is the number of spin images in the object. For all the model objects
under consideration, a set of shapemes A = {a1,a2, · · · ,am} is computed from
the full set of spin images Ω =

⋃o
j=1 Bj by clustering in the spin image space,

where m and o are the number of shapemes and model objects, respectively. For
each shapeme ak, a median radius rk is computed during the clustering process.
Median radius is the median distance from the center of the shapeme (cluster)
to the spin images that belong to this shapeme (cluster).

Each model object Mi is then represented by a shapeme histogram hi =
[ui,1, ui,2, · · · , ui,m]T , where the number of bins m is the same as the number of
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shapemes in A, and ui,k is the number of spin images that have been labeled
with the kth shapeme. The probability of each shapeme ak given a model object
Mi is then given by

P (ak |Mi) = ui,k/ui , (4)

where ui =
∑

k ui,k is the total number of labeled spin images in the object. The
query is represented by the set of all spin images computed from the object.

5.2 Model Posterior Given a Query

The posterior probability of a model given a query can be computed as

P (Mi |Q)

=
∑

ak

P (ak |Q) P (Mi |ak, Q) (5a)

≈
∑

ak

P (ak |Q) P (Mi |ak) , (5b)

where (5b) is an approximation of (5a) assuming that P (Mi |ak, Q) ≈
P (Mi |ak), that is when both a shapeme and the query are given, the prob-
ability of Mi is determined only by the shapeme. The same assumption is used
in [11], and is coined as the “homogeneity assumption”. Applying Bayes’ rule
to (5b) leads to

P (Mi |Q) ≈
∑

ak

P (ak |Q)
P (ak |Mi) P (Mi)∑
Ml

P (ak |Ml) P (Ml)
. (6)

Assuming that all models are equally likely, we have

P (Mi |Q) ≈
∑

ak

P (ak |Q)
P (ak |Mi)∑
Ml

P (ak |Ml)
. (7)

The first term in (7) is the likelihood of a shapeme conditioned on the query,
and can be computed as

P (ak |Q)

=
∑

bl

P (ak |bl, Q) P (bl |Q) (8a)

≈
∑

bl

P (ak |bl) P (bl |Q) (8b)

∝
∑

bl

P (ak |bl) (8c)

=
∑

bl

P (bl |ak) P (ak)
∑

ag
P (bl |ag) P (ag)

(8d)

=
∑

bl

P (bl |ak)
∑

ag
P (bl |ag)

, (8e)
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where (8b) is obtained as in (5b) with the homogeneity assumption, bl is the lth
spin image of Q. Note that the raw feature likelihood conditioned on the query
P (bl |Q) is assumed to be uniformly distributed in Eqs. (8b)–(8c), and P (ag)
is assumed to be uniformly distributed in Eqs. (8d)–(8e). Substituting (8e) into
(7), P (Mi |Q) is proportional to

∑

ak

∑

bl

P (bl |ak)
∑

ag
P (bl |ag)

P (ak |Mi)∑
Ml

P (ak |Ml)
, (9)

where P (bl |ak) is the likelihood of a spin image in the query conditioned on a
shapeme. This likelihood is defined as

P (bl |ak) =
{

1 ak = arg minag
D(ag, bl)

0 otherwise , (10)

where D(·, ·) is the distance between two features. Eq. (10) says that if ak is the
shapeme that is the closest to the spin image bl, the likelihood of bl is one. This
is spin image labeling based on a nearest neighbor vector quantization approach.
Since the query object may be noisy, and obscured by scene clutter, a restricted
labeling process defined as follows is preferred.

P (bl |ak) =
{

1 D(a∗,bl) ≤ 2.5 r∗

0 otherwise , (11)

where a∗ is the shapeme closest to bl, and r∗ is the median radius of the shapeme
as defined in Sec. 5.1. Spin images severely corrupted by noise or scene clut-
ter may not belong to any shapeme. By simply deleting them from the query
spin image set, probabilities computed based on the remaining spin images be-
come more reliable. It is then obvious from both (10) and (11) that always∑

ag
P (bl |ag) = 1. More generally,

∑

bl

P (bl |ak)
∑

ag
P (bl |ag)

= vk , (12)

where vk is the number of spin images in the query that are labeled by ak.
Finally, substituting (4) and (12) into (9) leads to

P (Mi |Q) ∝
m∑

k=1

(
vk ui,k

ui
γ−1

k

)

, (13)

where γk = (
∑

Ml
P (ak |Ml))/o is a normalization factor that counts for the

discrimination capability of the kth shapeme, and o is the number of model
objects. It is obvious that (13) represents the correlation between the model
and the query, with each bin scaled by γ−1

k . The normalization factor γk can be
regarded as the average probability of the shapeme ak’s occurrence within the
whole model database. Eq. (13) gives high weights to shapemes that are rare in
the database since they have small γk. This represents a feature selection process
where shapemes that belong to many model objects are down weighted. γ is sim-
ilar to the tf × idf weight [14] used widely in the document analysis community.
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5.3 Posterior for Projected Histograms of a Parial Query

When the query is partially observed, we can use the method from Sec. 4 to find
its projection ĥi = [ûi,1, ûi,2, · · · , ûi,a]T in the subspace spanned by all the com-
ponent histograms of model Mi. This histogram corresponds to a virtual model
M̂i that matches the observed part of the query object. The model posterior can
then be computed as

P (M̂i |Q) ∝
m∑

k=1

(
vk ûi,k

ûi
γ−1

k

)

. (14)

Strictly speaking, γk should also be computed according to the virtual models
corresponding to the query object. In practice, we find it sufficient to compute
γk from all the complete model objects in the database.

6 Experimental Results

We have tested our method with a model set of 243 vehicles on a 2GHz PC with
2GB main memory. We will present comparative results of our proposed method
against other methods. We used 500 prototype features for all the prototype-
based methods and the shapeme histogram methods. We observed in our exper-
iments that increasing the number of prototype features beyond 500 did not lead
to a significant improvement in the recognition accuracy. The following is a list
of the analyzed approaches.

1. The proposed histogram projection method, denoted as HP, is described in
Sec. 4.3. For the Gibbs sampler, we use 30 iterations (n steps per iteration,
where n is the number of segments of each model), and set the temperature
const T = 2.

2. Nearest neighbor method, denoted as NN, matches each spin image in the
query object with all the spin images in the database. A vote for that model
is incremented whose spin image is the closest to the query spin image. The
total matching score for each model object is computed by wi/w, where wi

is the number of votes the ith model collects, and w is the total number of
scene points.

3. Locality-sensitive hashing method, denoted as LSH, uses the same voting
mechanism as in NN, but uses an approximated nearest neighbor search
strategy while speeding up the search. We use 8 hash tables. See [10] for
details of the LSH method.

4. Prototype-based method, denoted as PR, is detailed in [11].
5. Prototype-based subspace method, denoted as SPR, is detailed in [12]. We

use a 3 dimensional subspace.

6.1 Noise Free Data Results

A laser range sensor simulator is used to convert facet models into range images.
View points are sampled from a hemisphere centered around the object, and the
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viewing direction is always targeting the center. The spherical coordinate for
each view point is denoted as (r, φ, θ), where r is the radius, φ is the azimuthal
angle, and θ is the polar angle. The radius is set to be a constant such that
the object occupies the full view of the simulated laser sensor for most of the
times. It is therefore ignored in the view point notation hereafter. Each model
object is generated by combining 8 pieces of point clouds sampled from the view
point set of {(0, 45◦), (45◦, 45◦), · · · , (360◦, 45◦)} that covers the whole object. By
constructing an octree-like spatial structure from the combined point cloud of an
object Mi, a set of basis points Pi is uniformly selected from the (implicit) object
surface, and the corresponding set of spin images Bi is computed (see Sec. 5.1
for notations). A set of 500 shapemes A is computed from the set Ω of all spin
images from the 243 models. Each object Mi is then segmented into n pieces,
and a histogram hs

i is computed for each piece. The model histogram database
is then constructed as described in Sec. 4. The query set contains also 243 views,
one for each object. Each view is randomly sampled from φ ∈ {10◦, 20◦, 30◦},
and θ ∈ {40◦, 45◦, 50◦}, respectively, and covers 20−60% of the complete object.

Table 1 compares the recognition accuracy of our method against the oth-
ers, where the accuracy is given with respect to the number of models in the
short candidate list. As compared with other HP methods, the one with n = 30
components produces the best result. If we represent each model as a single
histogram, i.e., n = 1, the HP method degenerates into the original histogram
matching method. The bad result is expected since histogram matching in its
original form does not handle partially observed queries. It can be also observed
that increasing n from 10 to 30 does not improve the accuracy as dramatic as
from 1 to 10. In fact, the HP method with n = 50 produces almost the identical
result as n = 30.

From Table 1, it can also be seen that the LSH method does not work well
for this set of database. On the other hand, the accuracy of the HP method with
n = 30 and three candidates is close to the nearest neighbor method, and is
much better than other approaches.

Table 2 compares the time and storage space used by each method. The time
reported is the average time for a single query, while the space is for the whole

Table 1. Recognition accuracy of our approach as compared with other methods. HP-
1, HP-10, and HP-30 are the histogram projection methods with n = 1, 10, and 30,
respectively. HP-1 is the original shapeme histogram method

Methods NN LSH HP-1 HP-10 HP-30 PR SPR
Accuracy with top 1 model (%) 97.0 85.2 78.5 87.2 91.1 78.0 84.0
Accuracy with top 3 models (%) 1.0 93.0 88.9 94.8 97.2 87.0 91.0

Table 2. Time and storage space used by each method

Methods NN LSH HP-1 HP-10 HP-30 PR SPR
Time (sec) 240 6 1.7 2.7 3.8 1.5 4.1
Space (MB) 480 500 0.6 6 18 1 720
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Fig. 6. Snapshots of the iterative sampling process for histogram projection of three
queries to their corresponding models. The x-axis is the number of iterations (0 −
100), and the y-axis is the value of the objective function in (3). Thanks to the rapid
convergence of the process, the best solution can usually be found within 30 iterations

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The accuracy of the projected histograms (best viewed with color). (a) Model
histograms (green) overlaid with query histograms (red) (b) Projected histograms
(green) overlaid with query histograms (red). The projected histograms are much more
similar to the query histograms

model database. It can be seen that the speed of the HP method is in general
slower than the PR method, but is still more than 60 times faster than the
nearest neighbor approach. It is also faster than the LSH method. It can also be
observed from the table that the HP method requires only a small fraction of
the storage space needed by both the NN method and the LSH method.

One interesting aspect from the table is that the sampling based histogram
projection process does not bring in much overhead in terms of the computational
time. This is because our Gibbs sampler usually converges within 30 iterations,
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Table 3. Accuracy of the HP method with different level of synthesized structural
noise. The larger the λ, the more noise is added into the query

λ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Accuracy with top 1 (%) 91.1 89.0 87.3 84.0 76.5 70.1

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 8. Projection of a query histogram with large structural noise. See text for details

and each iteration involves a trivial update of the objective function. Fig. 6 shows
some snapshots of this iterative convergence process. Fig. 7 compares query his-
tograms with the corresponding complete model histograms, and the projected
histograms. Obviously, the projected version is more similar to the query.

6.2 Data with Synthesized Clutter and Noise

To test the performance of our method under scene clutter and noise, we added
to each query histogram hq

i a percentage of another query histogram hq
j , i �= j,

and form a new query h̃q
i = hq

i + λhq
j , which now contains a certain degree of

“structural” noise from another query object. This is a much more difficult test
than just adding random noise or unstructured clutter into the query. We varied
λ from 0.1 to 0.5 in the test and the result for the HP method (n = 30) is shown
in Table 3. It can be seen that the accuracy of the method decreases gracefully as
the level of noise increases. Note here the decrease in accuracy is mainly caused
by the confusion between the projected histogram and the query histogram. In
most cases, we observed that the projected histograms were still very accurate.
To see this, Figure 8 shows an example where (b) is the sum of (c) and (d), i.e.,
λ = 1. If we project (b) onto the histogram subspace of the model corresponding
to (c), we get the projection (a), which indeed looks similar to (c).

7 Conclusion

We have proposed a two-step approach to address the problem of shapeme his-
togram matching with partially observed objects. We have applied the proposed
method to the problem of 3D object recognition with range image. We then
compared our method with other approaches and demonstrated its advantages
on a commercially available database of 243 models.
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